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FEru>nAND Gapwsxr

A HIDDEN ASPECT OF CHOPIN'S INVENTION

For Joseph Bhcb

It is forty years since Ludwik Bronarski gained access to what re-
mained intact of Chopin's final work portfolio.' The manuscripts, for the
most part perraining to Chopin's last published work, the Cello Sonata,
Op: 65, were at that time with the descendants of the cellist Auguste
Franchomme, to whom Chopin had dedicated the Sonata. Bronarski's
encounter represented the first opportunity to be had by *y scholar to
examine virtually all of Chopin's surviving compositional studies.

One feature of Chopin's creativity particularly intrigued him;
Bronarski soon discoursed on this in his Cbopin, Cberubini et le contre-
point (<<Annales Chopiru>, If, c. 1958, pp. L2381-242). Here, among other
things, he cites 4 canon in F minor by Chopin, found on page 67 of
Franchomme's collection. Apparendy this exercise ceased to interest the
composer. He left it in a state of incompletion. But Bronarski would per-
ceptively observe (op. cit., p. 24L):

Il servit en effet i la composition du Finale dela Sonate op. 65.11 suffit de com-
parer le thEme de ce demier avec le d6but du Canon pour s'en convaincre. Qui
plus est: aux mesures 7J et suivantes, la partie du violoncelle et celle du piano
r6pEtent le thEme en canon par deux fois, avec renversement des deux voix.
Voici les mesures 79 L7s1-8t du Finale [the second of these canonic sratemenrs]
transpos6es du sol mineur, tonalit6 de la Sonate, en fa mineur, tonalit6 du
Canon: fthe passage is showri reduced to its canonic voices]

Ce fragment du Finale compar6 avec le d6but du Canon accuse la presque
identit6 des deux textes.

A scrutiny of the Franchomme collection will reveal that Bronarski's
finding is not the only such instance of patent self-borrowing to be
seen.2 Another smiking example is Chopin's recycling of a passage from

I This source now may be studied,in F. Gapwsrc, ed., Tbe Vorh Sheets to Cbopin's Vio-
loncello Sonata: A Facsimile, New York, Garland, 1988.

2 All of these are discussed passin rn F. G,ryrwsrr, The Work Sheets to Cbopin's Violon-
celh Sonata, Ph.D. diss. Harvard, 1980.
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A HIDDEN ASPECT OF CHOPIN'S INVENTION r27

his sketch to the Barcarolle, Op. 60, found on page 65 of the collection,
into the concluding measures of the Cello Sonata, found on page 123
(Example 1). (The appropriation of this material to the Sonara is already
apparent in a sketch on page 147.) Fascinating though they may be, these
and similar examples serve only to document that Chopin, too, was not
loath to utilize remnants of former compositional efforts.,

But evidence of his gleaning from the work of another composer
does come as a surprise. Among the miscellaneous debris preserved with
the sketches to the Cello Sonata are copies made by Chopin, in piano
score and with reduced note values, of three fugues from Luigi Cherubi
ni's Cours de contrepoint et de fugue (Paris, M. Schlesinger, n.d., pp.
142-163). The presence of the Cherubini fugues among the Sonata
sketches would appear at first glance to be purely accidental. A close
reading of the Sonata, however, shows that measures 61-68 and 177-184
of the opening Allegro moderato incorporate the subject of Cherubini's
Fugue du ton d quatre parties, i un contre-sujet (pages 155-[156] of
Franchomme's collection). Chopin's indebtedness to Cherubini is most
apparent in a sketch to these measures on page 191 (Example 2).a

' In a lener published in Music Library Association <<Notes>> @7,1990, pp.252-2fi),I
stated that the sketches to foreign works among the Cello Sonata studies weii implicated ix
the composition of the Sonata, offering as a case in point the Barcarolle sketch. Thi relation-
ship I proposed between the text of the latter and that of the Sonata's conclusion <<does not
stand u! tg scrutinp>, according-to Jeffrey Kallberg, responding in the same joumal (47, p.
254). <<[T]hese conventionalized figural cadences>, Kallberg insists, <<resemble one another no
lnore than vryuely. Such an analytically weak relationship can hardly be made to demonsrate
that all the foreign sketches found among the drafts for the Cello Sonata played a significant
role in ia compositional historpr.

Kallberg's blind spot in this regard is the more curious when one recalls he himself had
speculated --if gingerb - that the middle section of the Mazurka, Op.$, No, 2, might contain
a <<residue>> from the B section [and A sectionJ of Chopin's much-pbndered sketchlo the Ma-
zurka, Op.-68, No. 4, found on page )9 of the Franchomme collertion (Chopin's lnst Style,
<<Joumal of the American Musicological Societp, )OOffIII, 1985, pp. t}g-tlb). The Scherzo
of the Cello Sonata, incidentally, also contains a residue from the same Mazurka sketch, as can
be seen by comparing the opening themes of both pieces. It was the possibility of just such re-
cyclings that led Chopin to retain the abortive sketch to Op. 68, Nb. 4, ambng his working
manuscripts.

Chopin's borrowing from his sketch to Op. 68, No. 4, during the composition of Op. 63,
No.2, has_ a ramification overlooked by Kallberg (Chopin's Latt Style cit.). If, as irs exegetes
suppose, the sketch bears a complete composition intended for eventual publication, the"sec-
tion substantively received into Op. 61, No. 2, would likely have ceased, for rlrat reason, to be
a viable part of Op. 68, No. 4. Yet this passage is in fact present (section B) in the decipher-
ment made by Auguste Franchomme and, taking their point of departure from him, in thi nu-
merous realizations of Op- 68, No. 4, which have appeared to date - as well as in Kallberg's
schema (Cbopix's Iast Style cit., p. 300). Minus its do"btfrrl passage, the sketch's F-major niu-
sic would now become pan B in a simple ABA form.

a The verso of this leaf, page [L92), contains an attempt by Chopin to copy Cherubini's
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Ex. 2. Cherubini, Fugue du ton
measures I-2.
Chopin, Sonata, Op. 65:

NAND GAJE\(S

d quatre parties, A un contre-sujet (copy by Chopin),

Allegro moderato (sketch), definitive measures I6L-&.

Moreover there figures prominendy in the Fugue a head motive of three
repeated notes which may well have given impetus to the beginning of
Chopin's theme (Example 2, measures 1-2).

It is tempting to wonder, in light of this, to what extent Chopin's
imagination may have been fired at this time by other works not by him-
self, works, that is, held by him in printed form. Example 3, juxtaposing

the openings of Beethoven's Sonata, Op. 78 (following the short intro-
duction) and Chopin's Cello Sonata, is convincing proof such inquiry
may be fruitful.

Chopin's opening three-note motive is the retrograde of Beetho-
ven's. But the incipits of the two pieces are otherwise identical melodi-
cally and harmonically. At measure 2 moreover, Chopin intoduces the
(Jrnotiu of the Cello Sonata, D - Eo - D, restates it a fifth higher in mea-

sure 4, weaving it, ultimately, into the cadenza-like ending of the phrase.

In this final rush of figuration the sixteenth-note activity of Beethoven's
measures 8 ff., embedding the same motive, is betrayed. Parallels such as

these can not easily be dismissed as coincidental. Chopin's incipit in-
forms much of the first movement. It has ramifications in the other
movements as well. Beethoven is thus a palpable presence throughout
the Cello Sonata.

lVhat, finally, is one to make of the compositional secrets uncovered
in Chopin's workroom? The composer's borrowings suggest his Muse
may have begun to desert him as the ravages of disease took hold in the
period of the Cello Sonata. Chopin's contemporary letters too point in

Fugae du ton i quatre parties,
were entered on the page -

i un contre-sujet in reduced note values. Measures 1 and 2 alone
the precise excerpt of the Fugue elaborated on page I9L

Cherubini

Chopin
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this direction. His foraging for ideas abroad in the worl.s of other com-
posers, though, may well represent what had been an indulgence
throughout his career. That would be an improbable quirk indeed t the
master A]fred Einstein has christened, so aptly, <<an original musiciao>.


